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,' ABSTRACT

) • •-This paper i• a review of the dielectric properties of snow in the radio frequer cy range from 100 kHz

.to 35 GHz. Applicable dielectric mixing formulas are discussed and compared tc• available experimental
data. Below I GHz, the dielectric behavior of snow is well understooo and h•.s led to development of
sensors to measure the liquid water content of snow, while above 1 GHz, the scarcity of experimental

•i data and the discrepancies beween the few available measurements, particularly when liquid water is

_•: present, are responsib• for the rather sketchy understanding of the dielectric behavior of snow in the
:• microwave region.

:i• INTRODUCTION PROPERTIES OF CONSTITUENTS

7
3 As the importance of snow as a renewable resource The electromagnetic propagation properties of a ma-

-: becomes increasingly recognized, methods of assessing terial are defined in terms of its magnetic permeability,
:• snow properties in a timely fashion over large areas be- #, and its relative complex dielectric constant, .,. For

Scome indispensable. It is clea• that, for both timely ob- most naturally occurring materials, including snow,
servations or large areal coverage, the physical hand- --" t•0, the magnetic permeability of free space. Hence,

•' ling of the snow must be minimized. Remote sensing the propagation is governed solely by •, which has the

Stechniques satisfy the above requirement; however, in- complex forth:
terpretation of the remotely sensed data is not always

-i: straightforward. These data are usually in the form of € = • '-j•" (I)
:• processed quantities which are determined by the par-
,::,• ameters of the measurement system and the character- Since snow is a heterogeneous mixture of air, tc•,
•l[• istics of the observed scene (in this case, snow). In the and, under certain conditions, liquid water, the con-radio region of the spectrum, the interaction of elec- stituent dielectric properties must be examined first in•! tromagnetic energy with sno•, is governed by its geo- order to understand the dielectric properties of the mix-

metrical and electrical (dielectric) properties; therefore, tu•e. For practical purposes, the characteristics of air
I•; a more complete description of the dielectric properties are indistinguishable from those of free space. Water

• of snow should lead to a better understanding of re- and ice, however, exhibit dielectric behavior which can
:: mote sensing observations of snow. be described, at least to the first order, by the Debye
=• Several review articles of the electrical properties of equation:

ice and snow have been published over the last 20 years
[1-4]. The most recent of these reviews, by Glen and %-•=
Paren [3], stressed the electrical behavior in the spectral e = •. + 1 +j2xfr (2)
range that is particularly suited to glacial sounding (DC
.•o 100 kHz). This paper presents a review of the dielec- or in terms of its real and imaginary parts:

Stric properties of snow, with special emphasis on its
]: behavior at the radio frequencies above 100 kHz. In-

cluded in this review are: 1) a discussion of mixing for- e' = coo + -- (2a)| mulas used to characterize the dielectric properties of a 1 4- (2a-f r)•!i • snow mixture in terms of its constituent parts--air, ice 2•rfir(%-=)

? and liquid water (if present), and 2) a summary of ex- •, =
perimental data reported in the literature. 1 + (2"xfr)' (2b)
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at 0 C fromn the Debye equation. (From Evans [11.)

above I GHz the exact form must be used. For liquids
where 0 fim e or the static dielectric constant, or solids, interactions between molecules and viscosity

dimensionless variations tend to violate some of the assumptions of

Jira the Debye equation giving rise to a non-unique relaxa-
= f or the optical limit o00dielectric tion time. The Cole-Cole [10] modification to the

constant, dimensionless Debye form (eq 2), i.e. raising the j27rfr term to the
r = relaxation time of the material (s) power (1 - u), allows this equation to describe the dis-
f = electromagnetic frequency (Hz). persion for a distribution of relaxation times. For

water, ae has been determined to be less than 0.03 [81,
This equation describes the contribution to the polariz- indicating that the Debye form for a single relaxation
ability of a polar molecule (H20) from the permanent time is adequate, but for ice and snow this is not always
dipole moment of that molecule. An applied electric the case.
field tends to align the dipole against the thermal forces The dielectric properties of ice, at least over a large
,hich induce disorde, or "relaxation" and are a func- frequency interval, can also be described by the Debye

tion of the temperature and viscosity of the dielectric equation of the same form as for water, equation 3.
material. The relaxation time as derived by Debye for While the relaxation frequency of water lies in the mi-
spherical polar molecules in a viscous medium is a good crowave region, for ice (as a result of the higher viscos-
approximation for water [5]: ity compared to that of water) the relaxation frequency

is reduced to the kilohertz region and as in the case for
4w 1 al water, it is temperature-dependint. Auty and Cole [11]

rT= kT measured the dielectric coefficients for pure ice and
found that i = 3.10, that ri had a minimum value at

where n is the viscosity, a is the molecular radius, k is 0° corresponding to f0 = 7.5 kHz, and that fio had a
Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature, minimum value of 91.5 at - I1°C.

Empirical expressions based on experimental results A convenient form for examining the spectral be-
have been developed for the constants in equation 2 for havior of a material describable by the Debye form is
water as functions of physical temperature [5-81 and the Cole-Cole diagram which is a plot of the imaginary
are reviewed in [91. Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of part e" versus the real part c I. Curves defined by equa-
E• and e," of water at 0°C as a function of frequency. tion 2 are semicircles in this representation. Figure 2
The peak in e" at 8.5 GHz results from the Debye dis- from Auty and Cole's data 111] illustrates measure-
persion being centered in the microwave region. The ments of pure ice and ice with impurities along with
frequency at which the peak occurs is termed the relax- their respective Debye curves. Each symbol corre-
ation frequency f0 where f 0 = (2 rr)" sponds to a measurement at frequencies denoted in

For the frequency interval of emphasis, 100 kHz to kHz. Two observations are apparent from this figure:
35 GHz, the dispersion causes the dielectric properties 1) the DC conductivity of sample (b) causes th. be-
of water to vary significantly. Below approximately I havior to deviate from the Debye form below 1.5 kHz -
GHz, low frequency approximations to equations 2a and 2) since the optical limit is the left-most intersec-
and 2b yield ew' E=0, and j," - 2irfT(eo - E j, while tion of the semicircle with the f '-axis, this representa-
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4 •Table 1. Measured values of the real part of the relative dielectric
constant of pure or freshwater ice, El'(from Ulaby et al. 191).

Temperature
SFrequency range

(GHz) (C Reference

0.15 to 2., - I to -60 2.90 to 2.95 Westphal (in 1I1)
9.375 0 to - 18 3.15 Cumming 1141

10 - 12 3.17 Von Hippel 1201
10 0 to -35 3.14 Vant et al. 116)
10 - I to -49 3.17 Lamb 1171
24 0 to - 185 3.18 Lamb and Turney 1181

S26,4 to 40.0 0 to -35 2.92 Vant et al. [161
94.5 -28 3.08 Perry and Straiton [151
1000 - 173 3.20 Bertie ct al. 1211
99 - 3.17 Blue [191

tion is not very iliuminating for the high frequency re- quency for pure or freshwater ice at two temperatures.
sponse because of the compression of the variation in ". For this frequency interval, equation 4b indicates that

It should be noted that in the frequency range below e," should decrease asf'-; therefore on a log-log scale,
1 10 kHz, several loss mechanisms are present 13, 12, 13], the behavior should be linear with a negative slope. The

primarily due to impurities, structural effects, and mo- experimental data given :a Figure 3 show, however,
lecular or ionic defects. A good overview of these dis- that the Debye form is inapplicable above I GHz, in-

! persions is given in the review by Glen and Paren [3] dicating that the single resonance assumption is not

I and in a paper by Paren and Glen [121. These disper- valid. Evans [1 attributed the observed spectral
sions may be describable by the Debye form but do not behavior of ft" to contributions by infrared dispersions.
occur at the same relaxation frequencies or have the Since the theoretical expressions for *i"are not ade-

a(Some strengths. In the high-frequency limit, however, quawe in the microwave frequency range, experimental
these values will each approach their optical limits and results must be relied upon even though considerable
consequently will have very little contribution above variability exists in the data above 10 GHz. This varia-
100 kHz. Therefore, the macroscopic dielectric behav- tion is at least in part a consequence of the problems as-
ior can be described by effective quantities that include sociated with making accurate measurements of the
contributions from all of the dispersion mechanisms. loss factor of a very low-loss material, which ice is.

For frequencies much greater than the relaxation fre-
quency in ice,!f!o = 2?rfri > 1, the following high fre- C c: Cummingll41
quency approximations can be made to the rationalized -'w 10 A 1: Lamb 117
form of the Debye e,,uation (eq 2a and 2b): Q, LT. Lamb And Turney 1181

- P: Perry And Straiton 1151
SV: Vant et al.1161

i(4a) : Westphal (In Evans)Ill

4) A: Auty And Cole IlIl

f •i0-t i0 (4b) %V ?V
•i= 2.rfri f=(• 9 10

From measurements for which these approximations S-

are valid, between 10 MHz and 1000 GHz, the optical -
limit ci.o has been found to be insensitive to tempera- . OL 0 LT
"lure (below O°C) and independent of frequency. Values=+++• • -111C Data

from several experimental investigations [1, 14-21] for 2 * -20C Data
cioo are given in Table 1 and excellent agreement -• Solid Lines Are Empirical Fits

generally is observed; hence, the value of eic, = 3.15 16"1 i,
from Cumming [141 will be used as being repre- .005 .01 .02 .05 0.1 0.2 05 1 2 5 10 20 50 100

r-sentative. While the real part is well-behaved, the imag- Frequency IGtz)Iinary part is dependent on both frequency and temper- Figure 3. Imaginary part of the relative dielectric
ature as expected from equations 3 and 4b. Figure 3 is a constant of pure and fresh water ice. (Froin Ulaby
survey of the available data on ci" as a function of fre- et at. [9].)
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Table 2. Mixing formulae for snow.

SFormula lr'so

Number Mixing Formula Comments •ua'e Reference

Sd - cl SiS olification of 6 .,. .rical Cu- Ming (14]

1 V1  for• spherical with Glen and
3c C 0r "3

Cs 4 
-AV 

d3cds cl', 2Cd Vw Cws Cds(Bottcner7'

Cd -I cI Dry snow only F • 0 vertical !Evans

- .V-'I to (Weiner for
Cds + F C1 + F • - planar dri snow)

Fds Cd + V 'et sno.. F • 0 vertical Edgerton
3 C • here U + c to et a). (22]

C w U * (1-Vw) c. * F F• planar (Weiner)

d- ) Dry snow Spherical Glen and3]

(Looyenga)

V 3 1 en - local ' tric Ellipsoidal Sweeney and
C -- *-.c -. consx 0 ,.nts Coloeck (23)_.t Cds JC I c Ptt•j 'lerLo r; for t.rt le (de oor)3 1~ + (C~- I)Aw~j In r'

¢n "

3 1 Diffpl.t h e Ellipsoidal Colbeck (24]
6 C 1 + v CI-l) facto, .. ter (Polder and

3 J.1 ews + (c 1 - es)Aij and iý. van Santen)

Cw3
ws V (e 3 0

J.1s * (C. CW S)Aw

.3 Sir'o"ft:ation of Ellipsoidal Anbach and
1) 5 wit Denoth (25]Cws Cds (cw Cds) ws jt, Cws w ( C.s)Awj n s van Santen)

3Vj(I - 1) Simplification Spherical Tinga et al.
8 Cds • + of 9 6(2 + €c -V l(-I-

I [,r,3 jSperca Tiur, and
€ I•1 [3(r•) (cw - I)(2€c - cl) * (--). C - c i)(2• 4 I) coated Schultz (27]

wth wa ter

r
3

CwZ )(2cw * l - 2(FL) (ew- l)(c j-r ,l ji

- ra (s) - I)(2c 0 e ) + + () (cw ti)(2cw + 1)

MIXING FORMULAS component formulation is usually applied to dry snow
(air and ice) and sometimes to wet snow through an ad-

The dielectric properties of a heterogeneous mixture ditional application of the formula for dry snow and
such as snow must be described by mixing formulas water. In the three-component formulations, air, ice
that incorporate the dielectric properties and propor- and water are each accounted for as individual com-
tions of the component materials. In the rigorous for- ponents.
mulations, structure will also be a factor. Sn ,v car. be Both theoretical and purely empirical mixing formu
treated as either a two-component or three- omponent las have been repotied in the literature. ," t',,, -section,
mixture consisting of ice, air and liquid water. The two the Jiscussic, %ill be limited to theoretical ,Approaches,
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while discussion of the regression models will be pre- material of dielectric E2 contained in a host material of
sented in the section on dielectric properties. The devel- dielectric f3. As given in Table 2, Formula 9 is for

! opments of mixing formulas have usually been re- spherical ice particles covered by a unifornm layer of
• stricted to modeling one component as regularly water. Formula 8 is the same as Formula 9 with no

shaped inclusions uniformly distributed within a host water present (i.e., dry snow). While Colbeck [24]
or background material. The mathematical difficulties states that the water distribution in the snowpack is not
of handling inclusion shapes and inter-inclusion inter- in spherical layers around the ice particles, Formula 9
actions have required the choice of ellipsoidal or has been found to give acceptable results when corn-
spherical particles. This limitation poses no real prob- pared to experimental data, P~s discussed in a later sec-
lem for snow that has been wet since the particle shapes tion.
tend toward spheri,-al anyway; however, very fresh
snow is not usually even close to spherical. Applicabil-
ity for fresh snow therefore may be suspect but also DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF SNOW
may be difficult to examine because handling require-
ments and the action of metamorphism immediately The dielectric properties of dry and wet snow are dis-
start modifying its structure towards more stable ther- cussed in separate sections because the addition of li-
modynamic shapes. quid water to dry snow significantly alters its proper-

Mixing formulas which have been applied to ,,no, ties.
are given in Table 2. With the exceptions of Formulas 2
and 3, which are variations on the formulation due to Dry snow

SWeiner [1, 22] and which attempt to use a single factor Because the relaxation frequency of ice is in the kilo-
to describe a three-dimensional shape (and are there- hertz range, dry snow is not expected to exhibit a dis-
fore inherently unsound), all the other formulas can be persion behavior above 100 kHz. Although surface ef-
related to one another. fects and other preoesses may cause additional low-fre-

Formulas 5, 6 and 7 are descriptive of ellipsoidal in- quency dispersions [51, the mixture with air, which can
clusions with axes a, b and c and associated depolariza- be considered to have fA = o, makes the relaxation
tion factors Aki, where k denotes the inclusion type, frequency of snow always higher than that of ice. The
either ice or water, and j denotes the axis. Usually two relaxation frequency for natural dry snow remains be-
of the axes are assumed equal, thus since the sum of the low approximately 100 kHz. Dielectric measurements,
A, mugt equal one, only one integration is Peeded. conducted for densities ranging between 0.08 and 0.41
Formula 5 is the most rigorous in that c. (the effective g cm" and for temperature between - 10°C and 0°C,
dielectric constant in the immediate region of the par- show that the relaxation frequency of dry snow, fds, is
tide) can be different from either of the constituents or in the 5- to 60-kHz range (1, 12, 281.
the mixture average. This formulation is the most gen- Ambach and Denoth [25] measured the frequency
eral; however, it is also the most complicated to apply. dependence of Ejs and the loss tangent, tan bds, for fine-
Formula 7 makes the approximation that en = ws the grained (<0.25-mm radius) and coarse-grained (>0.25-
dielectric constant of the mixture, and appears to pro- mm radius) dry snow. The loss tangent is defined as the
vide an adequate fit to the available data. Both of these ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of the dielec-
formulations assume that the dry snow dielectric prop- tric constant. Their results, given in Figure 4, indicate! erties are already known, while Formula 6 treats the different relaxation spectra for the two samples; the
three-component case. In applying Formula 6 to meas- coarse-grained sample exhibits a single Debye-type re-
ured dielectric data, Colbeck [24] found that the ellip- laxation, while the fine-grained sample exhibits a wide
soidal ice particles may be approximated as spherical in relaxation spectrum indicative of a range of relaxation
shape without incurring significant error in the results, frequencies. This result does not imply that the size is

"" but for the water inclusions the shape factor was found the effect; the depolarization factors of the ice particles
to be very important. were very much different ft,,m the two cases: fine-

Formula 1, which applies to dry snow only, is a spe- grained A s 0.03 and coarse-grained A a: 0.20. Above
- cial case of Formula 5; if the particles are spherical 10 MHz, the real part is independent of frequency and
• (i.e., A1  A2  A3 = A /3), Formula 5 reduces to For- the effect of grain shape on the relaxation spectrum in

mula 1 upon replacing ews and Eds with Eds and ei, re- the high-frequency limit is negligible,
l ![i spectively, and setting El = Eds" Similarly, Formula 4 For frequencies above 1 MIHf .te domir ,ýt physical

can be derived from Formula 5 for dry snow condi- parameter that determines w "-i r,•ant of dryr tions. snow is its density. An alterrj,,,t, - ,e,:fui expression
The expressions given by Formula 9 are a special case for density is the volume fraation if ice Vj, which is re-

of a more general formulation derived by Tinga et al. lated ýýo the ice density Qi and the snow density Q.
[26] for ellipsoids of dielectric El covered by a layer of through:
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Formula Frequency
Howorka IIn31 1+2.22 P, 3.5M•Hz

I Ambach And Denoth 1251 1+2.205 P, 13.6 MHz
Kurioua1291 (Estimated) 1+2.3 P, 3 MHz

Looyonga Formuialln3U 3+0.508 P,) -
* Cummingi141 Experimental Data 9.375 GHz

4030 a) Fin, S ained Sample 2

30 3
Ed',.

20 t *,

"•-40 bI Coarse Grained Sample0A • "-••

-10

CL

344 5 6 7 8 _ __

Log (Frequency, Hzl 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Snowv Density P, A

Figure 4. Dependence of the real part of the corn-
plex dk~lectric constant and loss tangent of dry snow Figure S. R eal part of the dielectric constant of dry
with frequency for a) fine-grained and b)i coarse- snow as a function of snow density Os along with
grained samples. (Fro Co A rmbach and Denoth 1251.) empirical fits.

Vi = Os0.(5)

Figure 5, from Gumming [14], depicts the dependence
of eds on 0s at 9.375 GHz, along with curves defined by
mixing Formula 4 (in Table 2) and several empirical Lx-

pressions [3, 25, 29]. Although this data set was meas-
ured at 9.375 GHz, it is applicable above 1 MHz where

•'•. eds is frequency-independent. Cumming [141 also found
i•. eJs to be independent of temperature as expected from
•.. ~~~ice and air properties. The empirical fits [3, 25, 29] are • .... -
Sapproximately what one would get from a volu- 26937 H
•:••metrically weighted average of the dielectric constants 24• ••• ,
Y*of the constituents. Any of the mixing formulas applic- 22•

• able to dry snow will also provide a good fit to these •o20

2 -- 2 20

S , data. One useful simple formulation for the real part & Ia7results from Formula 4 with 8i = 3.15

Log= (1 + 0.508 0s).. (6) 0 1.

FWhile E4s is independent of both temperature and fre-

Squency, 'd' is sensitive to temperature as shown in Fig- 6 0.46. • - -- S.
ti. re 6 and to frequency by inference from Figure 3 for 2o.
ice. Although spectral measurements of dielectric prop- o dry

:'.erties have been made up to around 100 MHz, in the 0 • -4 -6 -8 -0 -2 -4 -16 -1e
Smicrowave region single-frequency measurement pro- Tenoso,, (CC)

grams have predominated and precise determination of Figure 6. The loss tangent ofw drysity Las alfunctgon w
the spectral dependence is not availanle. As a result, of temperature at asfrequency of 9.375 GHz. (From

one must rely on mixing formulas, which often lead to Gumming s14c.)
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"inccnsistencies. For example, Royer [21 found that if dielectric constant of water, which, of course, is
Formu!a 2 of T-ble 1 is used, different values of Fare frequency-independent and weakly dependent on tern-
required to fit the real and imaginary parts of eds to Cx- perature. Hence, the dielectric constant of the ice-air-
perimental data suggesting that a better model is need- water mixture is also frequency-independent and ap-
ed and therefore Formula 2 should not br used. proximately temperature-independent.

An expression derived from Formula 8 (of Table 1) The empirical expressions given in Figure 5 for dry
I by Ulaby et al. [9] is given b.y ;trow have been extended to wet snow by adding a term

that accounts for the watei volume fraction, Vw,
0.34 Vic."

ds (1-0.417 V) (7) ws =!+ae+bVw (8)

and provides a fit close to C~mming's [141 data. where tht c:onstants (a, b) were found ezperimer.ally to
For dry snow, if one avoids the low-frequency dis- have the values (2.22, 23.6) of Howorka [in 3] and simi-

persion region, the real part of ed, is well-known and lar values (2.205, 21.3) were determined by Ambach
easily determined from density and the mixing formu- and Denoth [251.
las; for the imaginary part, however, the fits are ap- The above expression provides a useful approxima-
p, aximate due to the limited accuracy of the available tion of the relationship between (, and Vv, although a

i data on the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of more exact representation using Formula 7 of Table 1
ice. allows for modeling the water particles as ellipsoids.

With the assumption that the depolarization factors A
Wet snow and AZ are equal, implying that A3 = I - 2A , Ambach

4 ! As 0°C is approached, liquid water appears in snow and Denoth [251 employed experimental data to com-
and causes a significant change in the dielectric proper- pute A I, by fitting the data to Formula 7. Their results
ties of the r :ture because both th• real and imaginary are shown in Figure 7. It is observed that A , is a func-

Sparts of t1 .. electric constant of water are much great- tion n' "W, liowever, A1  ;• 0.05 seems to be a good
er than those of ice. average depolarization fac.tor.

In a more detailed modeling of liquid distribution,
IO-Mttz to I-GHz region Coiweck [241 suggested that water actually appears in

For the frequency interval between approximately 10 two basic shapes (fillets and veins) because of the
MHz and I GHz, propagation loss through dry or wet geometry of wet snow ice-grains. All wet snow tends to
snow is very small. Consequently, most of the research form multiple crystal clusters and the fillets and veins
*a,,ivitie- conducted in this frequency range have con- of water form in the air spaces between three or two
centrated on the dependence of cws on Vw, the volume grains, respectively.
fraction og water. The use of mixing formulas is facili- The practical application of dielectric measurements
tated by the fact that forf > 10 MHz, <' a 3.15 and, as in this frequency range is in the measurement of liquid
mentioned earlier, it is frequency- and temperature- water, which will be covered in a later section.
independent, and forf < I GHz, E; a t' 0 , the static

Pentla•war Rt9ime-H F- Funicular Relime

0.08

o -

S. •0oatse Pra.ine Samples

0.0G? Fre Grained Samples

0 7 4 6 8 10 12

Pcrcent Liquid Water IV, 100)

Figure D. Dpoiarization factor A, f ohr mixing Form•la 7.

(Fromt Atmbach and Den:otih 1251.)
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Frequency: 6.0 GHz

14 Density: 0. 6 9/cm3  0 Measured,
Temperature: OC Sweeney and Colbeck 1231

5... Calculations
12 [ From Formula 6

0 1 • -- •Calculations
10 - 4 - From Equation 10 & 11

*------------ Calculations

* From Formnula 9
-8 - Calculations

3 - From Formula 51231
S...

-6-j

O.2 ...... i....

4-

2--

0 i0n,0 10 20 30 0 O 10 30

Percent Liquid Water ,/I x 100)

a. 6 GHz.

Frequency: 9.4 Gliz
Jensity: 0.5 g/cm 3

Measured Tobarias et al. 1301 2 Temperature: OOC
------ Calculations From Formula 6
--- Calculations From Equation 10 & 11

. . Calculatioi.. From Formula 9
4

Z - -I-

01 7 59 0 1 3 5 7? 9

Percent Liquid Water i¢V, x 100)

lb. 9.4 0Hz.

Figure 8. Real and imaginary parts of the relative dielectric constant of snow
as a function of liquid water content at 6 GHz and 9.4 GHz.

Above 1 0Hz the results reported by Linlor 1311 for both frequencies.
In the microwave region, both real and imaginary Also shown are curves computed using the mixing for-

parts of ews are frequency-dependent, therefore fre- mulas indicated on the figure. The curves due to Linlor
quency extrapolation is questionable. Four sets of data [311 were computed from expressions he had developed
have been reported in the literature for es as a function on the basis of experimental data acquired over the 4 to

rr• of snow liquid water content Vw. Cumming [14] re- 12-GHz region. These expressions are:
--?:•> ported the variation in loss-tangent in response toVw

however, his data covered a narrow range extending be- %s= 1 + 2s Q+ b V3 2  (9)
.• - ~tween Vw =O0and 0.006. Figure 8 presents dielectric '
• measurements given by Sweeney and Colbeck [23] at 6 , 1 .0994a
•:GHz and Tobarias et al. [30] at 9.4 GHz, together w~th Ews f /ws(10) "
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where Current understanding of the microwave dielectric
behavior of snow may be summarized as follows:

b = 5.87 x 10-1 - 3.10 x10x'(f- 4)' 1. For dry snow, Edjs is independent of frequency, ap-
proximately temperature-independent, and its varia-

a = Vw(0.045(f- 4)+ 0.066(1 + a)IdB/cm (11) tion with snow density is fairly well established tFigure
5) and may be approximated by Equation 7 or Formula

withf in GHz and with a representing the average grain 6.
diameter in mm. The ranges of validity are stated to be: 2. For dry snow, c ' varies with temperature, fre-
0.1 mms a s 1.0 mm and 0 s Vw - 0. 12 [31], quency and density. Very few experimental data are

The experimental data in Figure 8 show significant available, particularly above 10 GHz.
differences at both frequencies, especially for the im- 3. For 'Net snow, the presence of water adds another
aginary part. In addition, the curves generated from dimension to the complexity of the dielectric behavior
mixing Formulas 5, 6 and 9 also show some discrepan- of snow. and yet available data on ew and E " are even
cies. The behavior at 6 GHz shows that Formulas 5 and fewer than those reported for dry snow, thereby result-

S6 give similar results as expected because of their com- ing in a rather sketchy understanding of the variation
mon basis. Formula 6 was applied using spherical ice of f with frequency, and water content. However,
particles (Ail = 1/3), ellipsoidal water particles (Aj= Formulas 5 and 6 appear to provide the best fit to non-
0.04, an average from Figure 7), and the constituent di- mixed snow.
electric , -operties. The results from this formula fall Clearly, a vigorous experimental program designed
near an upper bound on the data, indicating that at the to establish the dielectric behavior of snow is called for,
higher values of V, a different value of A is needed. particularly when free water is present.

SFormula 9 shows good agreement with e' data from
Linlor [31) up to about V, = 0.1; however, the curva-
ture does not follow the correct trend and therefore PENETRATION DEPTH
should only be used with great caution. Its prediction
for e 's is even further in error. The penetration depth in a medium is defined as the

At 9.4 Gllz, again the data from Linlor [31] are depth at which the average power of a wave traveling
much lower that, the other data. Formula 9 gives a bet- downward -n the medium is equal to lie of the power
ter fit to Linlor's data than at 6 GHz, while Formula 6 at a point just beneath the surface of the medium. For a
tits the data of Tobarias et al. [301 fairly well with the medium with uniform extinction coefficient xe, the
same depolarization factors used at 6 GHz. penetration depth 61 is given by

The differences in dielectric constants for these sets
of data suggest that the dielectric behavior of wet snow p= I/Xe.
in the microwave region is influenced by some parame-
ter(s) besides snow density. Dielectric mixing theory In the general case, x consists of an absorption coeffi-
and observations of Ambach and Denoth [36] indicate cient xa and a scattering coefficient x,,
that snow grain size or structure should not affect the
properties. It is the author's belief that grain structure Xe = Xa + XS.
does indirectly influence the dielectric pioperties. The
method of preparing the samples of reference [23] was As a first order estimate of x, Xs usually is ignored be-
to flood the snow sample and then drain it. Colbeck cause its computation involves the dielectric properties
[37] states that this leads to multi-grain clusters of three of the ice particles and their size and shape distribu-
and more particles and the liquid inclusions exist at tions relative to the wavelength. For wet snow, setting
grain boundaries. This results in ellipsoidal liquid in- Xe a Xa is a fair approximation because xs < < Xa under
clusions which may explain the better fits obtained by most snow conditions in the microwave region. The
Formulas 5 and 6. Colbeck [37] also states that in sea- same approximation holds true for dry snowv at fre-
sonal snowpack two-grain clusters are more probable, quencies in the lower part of the microwave spectrum
indicating that the water will take on a ring-like shape. (<5 GHz), but for frequencies above 10 GHz, xs may
The data obtained by Linlor [31] were for snow that be comparable in magnitude to xa for some dry snow
had been subjected to "vigorous" manual mixing, conditions (large particle iizes). Thus, when the pene-
which probably resulted in single ice grains with a coat- tration depth is calculated from p = l/xa, ihe values

Sing of water which lends itself to a good fit by Formula then obtained should be regarded as upper limits since
9. It should be noted, however, that this is not an equi- they do not account for scattering losses in the

S librium state for water distribution [371 and although it medium.
may be valid for freshly wetted snow, it should be con-
sidered at most a lower limit for E,s and Es,
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30 Perhaps the most significant information one can de
20 duce from Figure 9 is that the penetration depth can de-

crease by more than an order of magnitude as V, in-
10

T -- °C creases from 0 to 0.570/, followed by a much slower rate 7
P,- J.49A CM3  of decrease as a function of increasing Vw.

ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

Two of the uses of dielectric properties of snow are:
1) development of sensors to measure snow liquid

E0 H water content and 2) interpretation athd rnodeling of
microwave remote sensing data. For liquid water deter-

ý 0. , ,.mination, frequencies below 100 MHz have been found
S0" useful, while for remote sensing observations only fre-

10 0Hz quencies above 1 GHz are usually employed.
10• oHz Knowledge of the liquid water content of snow is of

0 GHz interest in many areas of snow research, including snow
strength, snow melt, rate of metamorphism, water flow

"t10.2 __ in snow, avalanche prediction and as a ground.truth
0 1 2 3 4 5 factor for remote sensing observations at the higher

Volumetric Liquid Water content Vw x 100 frequencies. Ambach and Denoth [25] have worked fc.:

Figure 9. Computed vc:ues of penetration several years to develop a dielectric measurinf device
depth in snow as a function of V,,.for that can be used to ascertain the liquid water content of
three frequencies. snow. This indirect method has numerous advantages

over traditional methods such as calorimetric and cen-
trifugal separation, among which are rapidity of meas-

The absorption coefficient is defined as: urement and reduction in the required ancillary equip-
ment (dry ice, silicone, etc.). Also, when evaluated

47 r e' 1/2 \ ' against the freezing calorimeter as a reference, an ab-
xa = J - + . I solute accuracy of +_0.5% for V, was observed [251.

/ This accuracy is comparable to that of a field
where X0 is the wavelength in free space. If (eM/e ')< < 1, calorimeter and, although contact with the snow is re-

t the above expression re'Juces to quired for measurement, the time savings represented
by this in-situ method, as compared with calorimetric

Ka -a (2/o/X0)(( "1vi v , methods, are very important in field operations.
This technique is based upon the substantial differ-

which i, applicable to dry snow throughout the micro- ence in the magnitude of the dielectric properties of
wave region and to wet snow for Vw < 2%. water and dry snow as discussed in the preceding sec-

Figz4re 9 shows computed values of 6.p plotted as a tion. Ambach and Denoth's device consists ef a bridge
function of Vw, for three microwave frequencies. The circuit that measures the capacitance of a probe filled
values corresponding to dry snow conditions (Vw = 0) with a snow sample I he change in capacitance due to
were co.nputed using eý, = 1.74 (from equation 6) and the presence of the soow sample is used to compute e'
Ses from equation 7 with e, = 0.4 g cm - and iE' as of the snow sample. Using equation 10, and either
given in Figure 3. For Vw > 0, equations 9-11 due to measuring or estimating the snow density s,, the snow
Linlor [311 were used for computing ews and e". These liquid water content V, is obtained. In one configura-
equations were used at all three frequencies even tion, the probe consists of five parallel plates with a
!hough they are based on mr*asuiements over the 4- to 3-cm spacing and an effective volume of approximately
12-GHz region )nly. Furthermore, as noted earlier, be.- 10100 cm. This volume was found to be near the lower
cause Linlor's measurements are representative of practical limit based on constraints of minimal com-
frcsl,!y mixed samples of wet snow which exhibit lower paction of the snow sample and negligible fringing
values of QdJ than snow under natural conditions, the fields.
values of 6p shown in Figure 9 are larger than would be In many ca.sts liquid water determination in thinner
expected for nzýtural snow. That is, these curves should layeis i., desired; %.-f, the surfa,. of a snowpack, the li-
be regarded as estimates of the upper limit of 5p. qui1 wvater ,.ontt~v ;-an havv a large gradient with
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depth. Planar comb-shaped capacitors have been devel- CONCLUDING REMARKS
oped [25] that, through control of widths and spacings,
have varying effective measurement depths. Liquid The electrical properties of snow have been evaluated
water contents in layer thicknesses as small as millime- as functions of the following physical properties: snow
ters can conceptually be obtained. Hence, the potential density, temperature, ice particle shape, liquid water
exists for measuring a very detailed liquid water profile content, ard the shape of the liquid water inclusions.
of the ,;nowpack near-surface layer which would be Analyses of the dielectric dependence on the above par-
very useful in the interpretation of microwave remote ameters indicates that the liquid water content exercises
sensing observations, the single most important influence, and consequently

Microwave radiometers and radars have shown the discussions were divided into wet and dry snow sec-
promise for mapping snow depth, or water equivalent, tions. Additionally, two spectral regions were exam-
over large areas for hydrologic applications [32-341. ined in terms of potential applications.
With the ice crystals in snow being comparable in size In the lower of the two regions, 100 kHz to 1 GHz,
to the wavelength in the microwave region, particularly dielectric measurements have been used to measure the
in the millimeter wavelength range, propagation in liquid water content of snow. By further restricting this
snow is characterized by both absorption and scatter- range to above 10 MHz, the denendence of ew, on ice
ing. Hence the radar backscatter and radiometric emis- particle shape becomes negligible. Hence, for a specific

sion from snow are governed by the mean dielectric snow sample, only snow density Q, must be measured

constant of the snow volume as well as the spatial vari- for a calculation of liquid water content. Although not
ability of the dielectric constant within the volume. Dry available commercially, operational sensors have been
snow (and wet snow at low microwave frequencies in built, are in use for measuring liquid water in the snow,
the neighborhood of I GHz) is a relatively low-loss me- and hopefully will provide a good alternative to tradi-

dium, which means that the observed backscatter and tional techniques.
emission from a snowpack usually consist of contribu- In the spectral region applicable to remote sensing, I
tions from the entire pack as well as from the ground GHz to 35 GHz, the general electrical characteristics of
below. Thus detailed knowledge of the snow structure snow are known; however additional measurements are
and of the dielectric depth profile is the key to success- needed, especially for the imaginary part of the dielec-
ful modeling of the microwave interaction with snow tric constant above 10 GHz. Application of this infor-
and to accurate interpretation of microwave observa- mation is not direct as in the liquid water measurement,
tions. Due to the iack of experimentally established but it is needed for refinement of the mode!ls used to de-
models that can adequately describe the dielectric scribe the electromagnetic wave interaction with snow.
behavior of snow as a function of frequency and liquid The sensitivity of microwave sensors to changes in the
water content, most research activities related to dielectric properties of snow (due to changes in liquic
microwave remote sensing of snow have been limited to water content) may be illustrated by the following ex-
"first-order" investigations, ample. Corresponding to a change in liquid water con-

Jn these first-order investigations, the mean dielectric tent of the snow surface layer from V, = 0 (dry snow)

constant usually is assumed to be uniform with depth to V, = 2%, the radar backscattering coefficient has

and the snow crystals are assumed spherical in shape been observed to change by a factor of 30 (15 dfl) at 35
and uniform in size. These assumptions are used in GHz and the radiometric temperature increased by 120
theoretical and empirical models developed to interpret K 1351. These results indicate that dry-wet snow deter-

experimental results. Such investigations have estab- mination is a relatively simple task, but quantifying the

lished the overall behavior of backscattering and emis- wetness of measuring the water equivalent of the snow-

sion from snow, but in order to use remotely sensed pack is not as straightforward. To realize these latter

data to predict snow parameters-such as water equiv- objectives with a usable degree of prediction accuracy,

alent and liquid water content-and to assess the state improved knowledge of the microwave dielectric prop-

of the underlying ground medium (frozen or thawed), erties of snow is needed.
it will be necessary to use multi-frequency and multi-
temporal observations in a prediction algorithm that
incorporates in greater detail the role of frequency and REFERENCES
dielectric profile shape than is currently possible. Thus,
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